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Biodiversity of ecosystems is an important driver for the supply of ecosystem services
to people. Soils often have a larger biodiversity per unit surface area than what can be
observed aboveground. Here, we present what is to our knowledge, the most extensive
literature-based key-word assessment of the existing information about the relationships
between belowground biodiversity and ecosystem services in European forests. The
belowground diversity of plant roots, fungi, prokaryota, soil fauna, and protists was
evaluated in relation to the supply of Provisioning, Regulating, Cultural, and Supporting
Services. The soil biota were divided into 14 subgroups and the ecosystem services
into 37 separate services. Out of the 518 possible combinations of biotic groups and
ecosystem services, no published study was found for 374 combinations (72%). Of the
remaining 144 combinations (28%) where relationships were found, the large majority
(87%) showed a positive relationship between biodiversity of a belowground biotic group
and an associated ecosystem service. However, for the majority of the combinations
(102) there were only three or fewer studies. The percentage of cases for which a
relationship was detected varied strongly between ecosystem service categories with
23% for Provisioning, 8% for Regulating, 40% for Cultural, and 48% for Supporting
Services. We conclude that (1) soil biodiversity is generally positively related to ecosystem
services in European forests; (2) the links between soil biodiversity and Cultural or
Supporting services are better documented than those relating to Provisioning and
Regulating services; (3) there is a huge knowledge gap for most possible combinations
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of soil biota and ecosystem services regarding how a more biodiverse soil biota is
associated with a given ecosystem service. Given the drastically increasing societal
demand for knowledge of the role of biodiversity in the functioning of ecosystems and
the supply of ecosystem services, we strongly encourage the scientific community to
conduct well-designed studies incorporating the belowground diversity and the functions
and services associated with this diversity.
Keywords: cultural services, provisioning services, regulating services, supporting services, belowground
biodiversity, European forests

INTRODUCTION

(Mace et al., 2012). Biodiversity can be measured and described
as species richness or richness-abundance measures, such as the
Shannon index, or as functional diversity, i.e., the diversity of
organism traits (Gaston, 2010; Violle et al., 2014), the latter
establishing a direct link between the organisms’ functional traits
and ecosystem stability (Díaz et al., 2006; de Bello et al., 2010;
Cardinale et al., 2012).
Soils are one of the biologically richest habitats on
Earth, and per unit area the biodiversity in soils can be
greater than aboveground biodiversity (Nielsen et al., 2015).
The diversity of the soil biota (“belowground biodiversity”)
is essential for a range of key ecosystem functions and
processes including decomposition, mineralization, and nutrient
cycling, and their associated ecosystem services (MEA, 2005;
Jeffery et al., 2010). Soil biota include a variety of life
forms such as macroarthropods, earthworms, enchytraeids,
collembola, nematodes, isopods, acari, bacteria, protozoa,
archaea, and fungi (Briones, 2014). They also include plant
roots and their exudates, forming the so-called rhizosphere
(Hinsinger et al., 2009), attracting a variety of organisms
and representing an important input to the soil food web.
Soil biota mediate the supply of ecosystem services, in that
they can suppress diseases, degrade pollutants, stimulate soil
formation and water infiltration and through their effect on
soil carbon dynamics contributing to climate regulation (Nielsen
et al., 2015). In addition, ecosystem functioning depends
on the tropic interactions between above- and belowground
communities, biogeochemical cycling and plant-soil feedbacks
(van der Heijden et al., 2008, 2015; Nielsen et al., 2015).
However, our knowledge on the functioning of belowground
communities is limited compared to our knowledge on
aboveground communities, and even more so if we consider the
relationship between belowground biodiversity and the supply of
ecosystem services.
Many of the world’s ecosystems are severely threatened
through human pressures. Since 1700, human activities such
as deforestation, urbanization, and agricultural practices have
altered 50% and more of the terrestrial biosphere from mostly
wild to mostly anthropogenic (Ellis et al., 2010). A continued
loss of global biodiversity (Barnosky et al., 2011) and accelerating
rates of environmental change threaten the functioning of
ecosystems and provisioning of ecosystem, and maintaining
ecosystem resilience is becoming increasingly important (Oliver
et al., 2015). Globally, the decline in biodiversity threatens the
humanity’s life support system and human health (Díaz et al.,

In the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA, 2005)
framework, ecosystem services (ES) represent the wide range of
benefits ecosystems provide to people. Following this typology,
the benefits here encompass goods, such as timber, food,
and fuel (“Provisioning Services”), and ecosystems’ abilities
to purify air and water, to reduce flood risk, and to regulate
pollination and carbon sequestration (“Regulating Services”).
Soil formation, nutrient cycling, and primary production are
necessary for the production of all other ecosystem services
(“Supporting Services”). Less tangible services of ecosystems
concern aesthetics, humans’ “sense of home” and space for
recreation (“Cultural Services”). Overall, ecosystem services
are generated through ecosystem functions, which in turn are
underpinned by biophysical structures and processes (de Groot
et al., 2010; Haines-Young and Potschin, 2010), and driven
by biodiversity (Balvanera et al., 2006). Alternatives to the
MEA’s framework of ecosystem services have been proposed,
in particular from an economics’ point of view (Boyd and
Banzhaf, 2007; Fisher et al., 2009; TEEB, 2010; Maes et al., 2013),
insisting on a distinction of so-called intermediate and final
goods, as intermediate goods could be double-counted if they
also contribute to the provision of final goods. Inspired by the
cascade framework proposed by Haines-Young and Potschin
(2010), Maes et al. (2013) proposed to present the services in
three categories rather than four by regrouping “Regulating” and
“Supporting Services” (MEA, 2005) together as “Regulating and
maintenance services”. The main issue here is to avoid double
counting of services to humans, in particular when an economic
valuation is the objective of the ES research. Even though one
could be against the use of an anthropocentric definition of
natural capital in an ES framework (Silvertown, 2015), the
concept of ecosystem service clusters (de Bello et al., 2010) and
the risk of double counting should be considered while using the
MEA’s typology.
Biodiversity is not considered as an ES per se, but its
influence on the availability of ecosystem services has been
emphasized, and biodiversity can be considered the basis for
all ecosystem services. Biodiversity, as defined by the Parties to
the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), is understood
here as “the variability among living organisms from all sources
including terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and
the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes
diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems”
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2006; Rockström et al., 2009; Cardinale et al., 2012; Hanski et al.,
2012; Hooper et al., 2012).
European forest ecosystems are no exception, as they have
been, over the course of history, periodically subjected to
degradation and overexploitation by humans. Most forests have
been managed for specific markets and outputs with a strong
control of tree species occurrence, are characterized by intensive
plantations, often in monocultures and frequently with species
planted beyond the limits of their natural range and/or on
unsuitable soils (Spiecker, 2003; Johann et al., 2004). The
consequences have been loss of biodiversity, soil degradation,
yield decline, as well as increased risks (windthrow, fire,
pathogen attack) through decreased resilience and resistance
to stress (Spiecker, 2003; Johann et al., 2004). Temperate
forests provide numerous important ecosystem services, such
as biodiversity conservation, pollination, timber production,
carbon sequestration, protection of water and soil resources,
and recreation (Spiecker, 2003; Bastrup-Birk et al., 2016; FAO,
2016). They are also essential for climate-change adaptation and
mitigation (FAO, 2016). While some relationships between tree
species diversity, ecosystem functions (i.e., Dawud et al., 2016;
Ratcliffe et al., 2017), and services (Gamfeldt et al., 2013; van der
Plas et al., 2016) have been established, knowledge on the relation
between the diversity of soil biota and forest ecosystem services
remain scattered within the scientific literature, documenting the
importance of specific taxa for individual functions, but not the
global relation between soil biodiversity and ecosystem services.
Recent new technological advances have enabled researchers
to collect extensive data on belowground taxonomic and
functional diversity, and the question is whether the knowledge
obtained on forest soil biodiversity is clearly related to the
ecosystem services offered by forests and thereby useful in a
policy context. In this review, we explore the relation between
belowground biodiversity and the ecosystem services offered
by European forests. Our general aim is to provide decision
makers and stakeholders with clear research-based information
on how biodiversity contributes to these services, the demand
for them, the capacity of ecosystems to provide them, and
the pressures impairing that capacity (Science for Environment
Policy, 2015). Specifically, for the most important soil biota
groups, the objectives of this review of the scientific literature
were (1) to provide a synthesis of the relationships between soil
biodiversity and forest ecosystem services, (2) to perform an indepth analysis of the nature of these relationships, and (3) to
identify where knowledge is lacking.

TABLE 1 | Overview of ecosystem services investigated in our analysis for each of
the four main groups.
Regulating services

Food

Air quality regulation

Fiber

Climate regulation

Fuel

Water regulation

Genetic resources

Erosion regulation

Biochemicals, natural medicines, and
pharmaceuticals

Water purification and waste
treatment

Ornamental resources

Disease regulation

Fresh water

Pest regulation

Platform

Pollination

Refuge

Natural hazard regulation
Biotic regulation
Barrier effect of vegetation

Cultural services

Supporting services

Cultural diversity

Soil Formation

Spiritual and religious values

Primary production

Knowledge systems (traditional and
formal)

Nutrient cycling

Educational values

Water cycling

Inspiration

Carbon cycling

Aesthetic values

Supporting habitats

Social relations
Sense of place
Cultural heritage values
Recreation and ecotourism
Health and well-being

the belowground point of view in European forests. Accordingly,
the ecosystem services were organized in four main groups:
provisioning, regulating and cultural services that directly affect
people, and supporting services, which are needed to maintain
the other services (MEA, 2005). We expanded the number of
ecosystem services identified and refined the description of each
by consulting other core sources (Costanza et al., 1997; Jeffery
et al., 2010; Maynard et al., 2010) and through discussions in
expert workgroup sessions during the FP1305 COST Action
meetings in Reading (November 2014), Krakow (March 2015)
and Rome (November 2015). This permitted to compare the
different functions, services and their definitions in the different
sources, to list the relevant key words and to compose our own
list of ecosystem services. The final list of ecosystem services
investigated in our study is given in Table 1.
The COST FP1305 consortium consists of experts in different
fields of belowground organisms, which for working group 1 (this
study), represents 17 European countries and around 35 experts
at each working group 1 meeting. According to the assumed
relevance of different biotic groups in providing ecosystem
services (expert opinions expressed in workgroup sessions) and
the expertise in the consortium, a selection of biotic groups (and
subgroups) was made for our analyses (Table 2). These biotic
groups do not cover all possible organismal groups of forest

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ecosystem Services and Biotic Groupings
This work is the result of working group 1 “Linking belowground
biodiversity to ecosystem function” of the European Cooperation
in Science and Technology (COST) Action FP1305, a consortium
of experts in different fields of belowground organisms,
originating from 32 European countries and mobilizing around
100 experts at each meeting. In our approach, first, we used the
framework of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) to
compose an initial list of ecosystem services to be evaluated from
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of biodiversity on a given service for a given biotic grouping
were assessed and recorded in text files with annotations to
enable synthetic analyses. First, the experts evaluated whether the
study reported on a change in biodiversity of a specific biotic
group or not (studies only reporting on presence of a given
species or on a density gradient of only one species were thus
discarded). Secondly, the ecosystem service considered should
show a response to this change in biodiversity (positive, negative,
or neutral). This full paper screening was carried out per biotic
group. This permitted the refinement of the selection (discarding
irrelevant studies from the list of potentially useful hits). Based
on expert opinions, some studies appeared valuable for a
service or biotic group other than originally suggested and were
therefore transferred to the appropriate biotic group and service
combination. For instance, a reference encountered for “roots”
and “Provisioning Services” irrelevant for this combination could
be relevant for “roots” and “Supporting Services” and therefore
was transferred to the latter service group. This occurred in
a minority of cases. Finally, specifically for Cultural Services,
an additional set of key words was deployed for the largest
biotic groupings of plants, fungi, and soil fauna using Google
Scholar. This was combined with a snowball approach (i.e.,
tracking down the cited references within a few source papers)
for Cultural Services giving no or few studies in the main queries
(Electronic Supplementary Material 2).

TABLE 2 | Biotic groupings included in our analysis.
Biotic
grouping

subgrouping or
detail

Biotic
grouping

subgrouping or
detail

Plants

roots

Soil fauna

earthworms

Fungi

mycorrhizal fungi

collembola

saprotrophic fungi

acari

enchytraeidae

pathogenic fungi

isopods
nematodes

Prokaryota

bacteria
archaea

Protists

protozoa
algae

belowground diversity, but include the most important groups
based on our expert opinion. Expertise in our group was strongest
for plants, fungi and soil fauna, but prokaryotes and protists were
also included in our approach.

Key Word Searches
We performed a literature survey using main searches based
on standardized sets of three to four key-words for each of
the combinations of ecosystem services and biotic groupings
(Electronic Supplementary Material 1) in the “Web of Science”
(Clarivate Analytics, Philadelphia, USA). The datasets obtained
included references until December 2015 to June 2016 (date
at which the last survey was performed) and newer references
were not sought for afterwards. In total, these queries represent
37 ecosystem services (Table 1) against 14 biotic subgroupings
(Table 2). The output of these queries was saved in text
files and shared for subsequent inspection by the panel of
experts. First, a screening was applied to the list of total
hits (hereafter termed “studies” or “sources”) based on general
exclusion/inclusion guidelines, using titles, and abstracts of the
references encountered for each combination of key words. We
used the following guidelines for inclusion of potentially useful
references for the next steps of evaluation: the source should (1)
refer to an European ecosystem; (2) relate to forested ecosystems;
(3) include or focus solely on belowground functions, processes
and selected biotic groupings, and (4) respect the direction
of the relationships, i.e., the diversity of any specific biotic
grouping must affect an ecosystem service and not the other
way around. The a priori exclusion of references from the list
of studies was based on the reference not fulfilling any of the
above conditions or being clearly out of scope (for instance the
key-word “supporting” includes very unspecific results such as
“supporting our hypothesis”). The process leading to the list of
“potentially useful studies” is presented in Figure 1.

Step-by-Step Synthesis of the Query
Results
The expert search findings per biotic grouping (number of
potentially useful studies, and final number of relevant studies
used) were presented and incremented during the COST
meetings [i.e., in Sofia (April 2016), Prague (October 2016)
and Vienna (March 2017)] and discussed at the ecosystem
services grouping level (i.e., Provisioning, Regulating, Cultural,
and Supporting Services). Then, we accounted for the total
number of used studies (Figure 1) and the number of studies
showing a positive, negative, or neutral relationship between
biodiversity of a biotic grouping and a given ecosystem service.
Summary data sets were subjected to further synthesis by panels
of experts for each ecosystem services group.

Sensitivity Analysis
With the aims of (1) evaluating the occurrence of doublecounted references and of (2) assessing the bias of studies going
unnoticed due to the use of a too narrow set of key words in
our general literature survey, we performed a sensitivity analysis
to our data set. First, for the references found in our survey,
we compared which references occurred for more than one
ecosystem service category and assessed whether these could be
considered as overlapping (double counted as they were listed
in the same ecosystem service cluster, e.g., carbon cycling and
climate regulation) or not. Secondly, for the services related to
“food”, “fiber”, “fuel” and “educational values”, a broader set
of key-words was used for a comparative literature survey. The
extended key word sets used were for food “(food OR crop∗ OR
harvest OR productivity OR production OR yield OR edible)”, for
fiber “(fiber OR timber OR wood OR cellulose)”, for fuel “(fuel

Paper Abstracts Evaluation and In-Depth
Examination of the Obtained References
Experts on specific biotic groups went through the files
containing all of the studies and selected potentially useful
studies to check the quality of the references found. Based on
the judgement of the abstracts, they accessed potentially useful
references for inspection of the full paper content. The effects
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FIGURE 1 | Organization of the work.

Abstract Evaluation and Expert Inputs

OR wood OR energy)”, and for educational values “(education
OR school OR learn∗ OR teach∗ OR training)”. The results of
both assessments were compared with the main dataset.

Based on the inspection of the 10,623 abstracts, we explored
using our four main guidelines of exclusion/inclusion whether
the belowground diversity within each biotic grouping was
associated with given individual ecosystem services in forested
ecosystems within Europe. For instance, Balvanera et al. (2014)
demonstrated how biodiversity can affect an ecosystem service:
‘an increased species richness of plants and algae reduces N
concentrations in the water, thus, this is a clear positive effect
on the Regulating Service “water purification”. After abstract
inspection, only 609 out of the 10,623 initial studies were
considered potentially useful studies (Figure 1, step 2) with
161 for Provisioning, 142 for Regulating, 247 for Supporting
Services, and only 59 for Cultural Services (Figure 3B). The
relative frequency of the potentially useful studies also changed
relative to the initial results obtained in the key word queries: the
proportion of some biotic subgroupings (such as roots) decreased
whereas the proportion for others (such as mycorrhizal,
saprotrophic, and pathogenic fungi) increased (Figure 2B) or
in the case of bacteria remained similar (Figure 2B; see
Electronic Supplementary Material 3 for a detailed overview).
Overall, the contribution of fungi to the potentially useful studies
was 24–73%, comparable to its share of the total number of
studies (Figure 3B). Based on the total number of studies,
plant roots contributed less than expected (only 3–6%). The
contributions to the overall pool of potentially useful studies of
the biotic groupings prokaryota, soil fauna and protists varied
(representing 14–23, 10–41, and 0–17%, respectively; Figure 3B).
Cultural Services were less well-represented, with the exception
of fungi (Figure 3B). Due to the difficulty in finding references
related to Cultural Services, specific queries were run for
this group of services (Electronic Supplementary Material 2).
Expert evaluations of the full references and the work on
the data collected (Figure 1, steps three and four), along with

RESULTS
Main Queries Per Ecosystem Service and
Biotic Group
The main queries (Electronic Supplementary Material 1)
resulted in 10623 studies with an average 23 studies (SE = 51
hits) for each of the 518 queries (37 ecosystem services, 14 biotic
subgroupings) and varied from zero (no study) to 503 studies
(Figure 1, step 1). The four main ecosystem service classes had
comparable numbers of total studies and these ranged from the
lowest value of 2,353 studies for Cultural Services to the highest
value of 2,821 studies for Supporting Services. The relative
frequency of the total studies for the biotic sub-grouping differed
between ecosystem service (Figure 2A), with stronger variation
between ecosystem service groups for pathogens, bacteria, and
nematodes relative to their share of the total studies. Most total
studies corresponded to roots, bacteria, nematodes and to a
lesser extent pathogens and protozoa. Overall, studies related to
roots made up 16–19% of the total studies, mycorrhizae 7–12%,
saprotrophs 3–4%, pathogens 3–15%, bacteria 9–28%, archaea
3–8%, earthworms 2–5%, enchytraeidae 0–3%, collembola
1–3%, acari 2–5%, isopods 0–1%, nematodes 2–27%, protozoa
2–10%, and algae 4–7% (Figure 2A; for more details see
Electronic Supplementary Material 3). The distribution of total
studies per main ecosystem services group showed relatively
similar patterns for Provisioning and Supporting Services relative
to the five main biotic groupings, whereas Cultural Services
showed less studies for soil fauna and protists and Regulating
Services higher numbers for soil fauna (Figure 3A).
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FIGURE 2 | Percentage distribution of total studies (A) and potentially useful studies (B) per biotic subgrouping occurring for the four ecosystem service groups (from
outside to inside: Provisioning services, Regulating services, Cultural services, and Supporting services).

FIGURE 3 | Distribution of total studies (A) and potentially useful studies (B) per main soil biotic grouping and ecosystem service group.

Soil Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services

the inclusion of references found through other queries and
the input from expert advice as well as additional queries
for Cultural Services (Electronic Supplementary Material 2),
led to a final number of 574 references being used (Table 3).
These references were for 1% older than 1990, for 13% were
published in the 1990s, for 29% in the 2000s, and for 57% in
the 2010s.
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In a first step, the relationships between belowground
biodiversity and ecosystem services were evaluated by
considering the direction of the relationship for all 574 studies
obtained from the 518 combinations of ecosystem services and
biotic sub-groupings (Electronic Supplementary Material 4).
The numbers of studies showing a positive, negative or neutral
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TABLE 3 | Numbers of studies finally used per ecosystem service group, the observed relationships occurring within these studies (positive, neutral, or negative), the
number of combinations between ecosystem services and biotic subgroupings (“cell”) and the dominant type of relationship for each such combination (based on one
value per cell).
Ecosystem service group

Numbera
Studies

Relationshipsa

Numberb cells

+

n

–

Dominant trend
NDc

+

n

–

All

Provisioning services
Regulating services
Cultural services
Supporting services

60
26
362
126

42
15
311
96

15
7
14
27

3
4
37
3

126
154
154
84

97
141
92
44

25
8
57
35

1
4
3
3

3
1
2
2

ր
ր
ր
ր

All services

574

464

63

47

518

374

125

11

8

ր

a Total

number of studies finally used based on Supplementary Materials 1, 2 plus expert adjustments (see Supplementary Material 4 for detailed output and
Supplementary Material 5 for the complete list of sources used).
b Total number of combinations between ecosystem services (Table 1) and biotic subgroupings (Table 2).
c ND, no data were found for this number of combinations between Ecosystem services and biotic subgroupings.

to investigate relationships. The right part of Table 3 regroups
the descriptive sum values for the 518 dominant relationships:
a large majority of the investigated relationships (374 out of
518) could not be assessed due to lack of data, 125 of the
relationships were positive, 11 of the relationships were neutral
and eight were negative. Finally, the overall picture of the
dominant relationships between the four main ecosystem service
groups and five main biotic groups showed a majority of positive
relationships (Figure 5).

relationship are summarized in Table 3. The large majority
(464 studies) showed a positive relationship, with comparable
numbers (63 and 47) for neutral and negative relationships
(Table 3). In a second step, the dominant trends for each of
the 518 potential relationships were listed, using color and size
of the arrows to highlight the number of studies underlying
each relationship (Figure 4). From these 518 combinations a
relationship between the diversity in a given biotic group and
ecosystem service was recorded for 144 (28%), whereas for 374
(72%) no data could be found (Figure 4). The percentage of cases
with a relationship varied strongly between main ecosystem
services with 23% for Provisioning Services, 8% for Regulating
Services, 40% for Cultural Services, and 48% for Supporting
Services. In 71% of the combinations of biotic groups and a given
ecosystem service our interpretation of the relationship was
based on only 1–3 studies, 14.5% were based on 4–7 studies and
14.5% had 8 or more studies. The majority of the relationships
were positive (81% of the studies, 87% of combinations of biotic
group and ecosystem service), with lower proportions being
neutral (11% of studies, 8% of combinations) or negative (8 and
5%, respectively).
In the case of Provisioning Services, 25 (20%) of the
relationships were positive (Figure 4). These relationships, with
one exception, were each based on only one to three studies.
Three negative relationships were recorded (2%), and one
relationship was evaluated as neutral (1%), but the large majority
of possible relationships between services and biotic groups
yielded no sources (no data available). For Regulating Services,
eight positive relationships were found (5% of all), one negative
(1%), four neutral (3%), and 141 of the combinations had no data
to evaluate whether there was a relationship or not (91%). Again,
the relationships were based in majority on only a few studies
(1–3 studies). Comparatively, Cultural Services featured many
more relationships: 57 (37%) were positive, two (1%) negative
and three (2%) were neutral. For the remaining 92 combinations
(60%) no data were found to evaluate the type of relationship
(Table 3). For the majority of combinations where relationships
for Cultural Services were found, the results were based usually
on 4–7 or even more than seven studies (Figure 4). For the
Supporting Services, 35 positive relationships were found (42%),
three neutral (4%), two negative (2%) and 44 (52%) had no data
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Sensitivity Analysis
The use of an extended set of key words for the ecosystem
services “food”, “fiber”, “fuel” and “educational values”, resulted
in 2.7–10.6 times more references than in the original key word
searches (Table 4). Overall, the broader set of key words yielded
7.3 times more references (6,354 compared to 871 references)
for our set of comparisons (4 services, 14 soil biota categories).
Inspection of these 6,354 references (title + abstract), brought
the number down considerably (83 for the extended key-word
search, against 67 in the original one). The final inspection of
the entire papers resulted in the occurrence of three new papers
that we failed to find in our original queries. Two occurred for
plant roots (one neutral for fiber provisioning, one positive for
educational values) and one appeared in the queries but more
appropriate for another service (a positive relationship for fungi
and nutrient cycling). The inspection of sources appearing in
more than one ecosystem service category–in view of evaluating
the degree to which double counting of sources occurred in
our work–permitted to find 11 studies. Four of these studies
showed no overlap (i.e., when used for one ES category, this
was completely different from their use in another ES category,
meaning that they did not belong to a same cluster of ES), three
showed partial overlap and four showed overlap. This concerned
the clusters climate regulation vs. C cycling (3 studies), water
cycling vs. water/erosion regulation (2 studies), and fiber/fuel
provision vs. nutrient cycling (2 studies). Irrespective of how
much these sources in their ecosystem service provision actually
overlap the seven studies concern five cases for overlap between
regulating and supporting ES and two cases between supporting
and provisioning ES.
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FIGURE 4 | Relationships between belowground biodiversity of different biotic subgroupings and ecosystem services. Green colors and arrows pointing upward
indicate positive relationships (the lightest color and finest arrow represent 1–3 studies, the intermediate color, and size 4–7 studies and the darkest color and thickest
arrow 8 studies or more). Likewise, red colors (and arrows pointing downward) indicate 3 levels of studies (1–3, 4–7, and 8 or more) for a negative relationship. Blue
colors (and level signs) indicate a neutral result. Empty cells indicate no studies were found to evaluate the combination of this biotic subgrouping and the
corresponding ecosystem service.

Mace et al., 2012; Balvanera et al., 2014), and managers should
consider biodiversity seriously, as inappropriate management of
ecosystems could jeopardize the maintenance of its functions
and services (Díaz et al., 2018). Soil biodiversity was shown to
be a main driver of ecosystem stability (Yang et al., 2019) and
adaptation of forestry practices and tree species composition
was proposed to be able to sustain the supply of services
under conditions of climate change (Luyssaert et al., 2018).
Many ecosystem services have been taken for granted and
considered infinite. It has become now clear that the degradation
of ecosystems (Ellis et al., 2010), occurring worldwide, is also
diminishing the services which they can provide. At the European
level, soil biodiversity is threatened in particular in areas of
high population density along with those having an intense
agricultural activity (Jeffery et al., 2010). The use of ecosystem
services as a concept permits to study and compare the different
functions and services of ecosystems along with an assessment of
how this is associated with other key aspects such as biodiversity
and how this could be affected by environmental change. It
further helps in raising public awareness and gives input for
decision makers (Science for Environment Policy, 2015).
Here, in our investigation of the relationships between soil
biodiversity and ecosystem services in European forests, we
collected data from published studies with the objectives of
synthesizing the existing knowledge, exploring the nature of
the relationships, and defining knowledge gaps. Overall, we

FIGURE 5 | Overall picture of the relationships between belowground
biodiversity of different biotic groups and ecosystem services. Green, red, and
blue colors indicate positive, negative and neutral relationships, respectively.
The intensity of the color (and size of the arrows) indicate the number of
studies underlying the dominant relationship with three levels: 1–3, 4–7, and 8
or more sources.

DISCUSSION
Belowground Biodiversity in European
Forests Is Positively Related to the
Production of Many Ecosystem Services
The role of biodiversity in actual and future provision of
ecosystem services has been pointed out (Cardinale et al., 2012;
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diversity belowground, which should provide better spatial and
depth root coverage due to different fine and coarse root
distributions of different tree species. In such a case, root
systems could be competing for the same resources, optimize
the occupation of space and thus resource acquisition or feature
vertical root segregation to avoid competition. With this respect,
tree diversity in several cases led to a positive species interaction
with higher growth, i.e., higher provisioning services for fiber
or fuel (Pretzsch et al., 2013; Jucker et al., 2014; Pretzsch and
Zenner, 2017). A positive effect on water cycling through a
higher diversity of tree species and in turn plant roots was
found by Grossiord et al. (2014), where in specific species
mixtures Fagus sylvatica extracted water from progressively
deeper soil layers. Dawud et al. (2016) reported higher root
biomass in deeper soil layers with increasing tree species diversity
and this was associated with higher subsoil C stocks. In the
case of biotic disturbances, the presence of more resistant or
resilient species in mixtures compared to monocultures with
only susceptible or less resilient species can prevent damage or
lessen the reduction in ecosystem function (Bauhus et al., 2017;
Pretzsch and Zenner, 2017).
Differences in root distributions, root morphology and root
architecture in mixed forest systems, are expected to positively
affect soil formation through its influence on decomposing root
systems, water purification through a decelerating effect on
water flows and hydrological cycles between the soil and plants
(Christen and Dalgaard, 2013). Roots play an important role in
reducing runoff and soil loss. This has been recently reviewed
by Liu et al. (2018). Roots were shown to have a particular role
(compared to aboveground vegetation) in forests (as compared
to grassland). The diversity of tree roots positively affected
supporting habitats for fungi (Summerbell, 2005; Danielsen et al.,
2012), collembolans (Rossetti et al., 2015), mites and microbes
(Nielsen et al., 2012) and through decaying root systems for
insects and polypores (Kolström and Lumatjarvi, 1999). Plant
root biodiversity contributed positively to most of Cultural
Services through the use of roots of edible or medicinal plants.
Belowground parts of forest plants are still used in European
countries, thus contributing to cultural diversity and heritage
as a part of local tradition (Leporatti and Ivancheva, 2003;
Šarič-Kundalič et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2011; Stryamets et al.,
2015). A number of publications dealing with tradition of plant
gathering also note their medicinal properties, reflecting their
positive benefits for health and well-being and value of traditional
knowledge and spiritual rituals (Ivancheva and Stantcheva, 2000;
Vogl et al., 2013). Stryamets et al. (2015) show tradition of wild
plant gathering as having positive influence on social relations,
recreation and general health. Trestrail (2000) and Carter (2003)
provide examples how roots and use of poisons (including
those derived from plant roots) are depicted in artwork and
fiction literature.
A number of studies reported on the positive contribution of
a higher diversity of tree plant roots on nutrient cycling, carbon
cycling, and primary production (Vilà et al., 2004; Guckland
et al., 2009; Meinen et al., 2009a,b,c; Gundale et al., 2010; Lang
and Polle, 2011; Lei et al., 2012; Jacob et al., 2014; Schleuß
et al., 2014; Domisch et al., 2015; Dawud et al., 2016). Most of

found 574 studies for the 518 combinations of biotic groups
and ecosystem services, i.e., on average a bit more than one
study per combination, even though some studies contributed to
several relationships. We detected that 92% of our combinations
of belowground biodiversity of a given biota group and one
individual ecosystem service were not covered by data or were
only addressed by very few studies. For most of the investigated
combinations, knowledge is thus lacking. Of the remaining 8%
of well-assessed links between soil biota diversity and ecosystem
services, the great majority of relationships was mainly positive.
However, for some soil biota groups contrasting relationships
were detected, suggesting an ambiguous nature of these links,
likely being driven by competition between soil biota groups,
driven by influence of the environmental context of studies, or
related to the antagonistic nature of some services.
Specifically, for Provisioning services, an increasing diversity
of soil biota was associated with the supply of provisioning
services for most biotic sub-groups. A few neutral and negative
cases were also found and for some, e.g., algae, no direct evidence
could be found. In the case of Regulating Services, an increase
in belowground diversity appeared only for a small number of
potential relationships and in two-third of all cases this was
associated positively with ecosystem services; the rest showing
mostly a neutral or in one case a negative relationship. Almost all
biotic groups contributed to the provision of Cultural Services,
but the positive effect of higher biodiversity (in the sense of
number of species) was not straightforward. Within the biotic
groups, the importance of biodiversity depended on a complex
of natural and cultural phenomena such as species occurrence
in the area, folk recognition of the species or tradition of
use. Here, we did not find any published evidence for archaea
and enchytraeidae as direct providers of any cultural benefits.
Supporting Services of belowground diversity are reported for
most soil fauna and fungi, and less so for the smallest taxa
(prokaryota, protists), with a surprisingly small role for plant
roots. The majority of these relationships are positive with only
a few studies showing neutral or negative relationships. In the
subsequent sections, we first illustrate the specific character of the
relationships between belowground biodiversity and ecosystem
services across all main service categories for the main biotic
groups, discuss the implications of the choice of using the MEA
framework in our study of ecosystem services and then present a
few general considerations of our work.

The Specific Relationships Between
Belowground Biodiversity and Ecosystem
Services in European Forests
Plant Roots
Plant roots are the main interface between aboveground and
belowground biota, influence their environment through uptake
of nutrients and water, and in turn supply the soil with
carbon and exudates. The environment in the close vicinity
of the most active exchange parts of the root system, the socalled rhizosphere, harbors a large diversity of microorganisms
(Hinsinger et al., 2009). A mixed species forests with a higher
aboveground diversity of species would support higher root
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TABLE 4 | Sensitivity analysis: comparing total hits (1) and finally used hits (2) for the original keyword combinations, and combinations using an extended list of keywords
(_ext) for four selected services (italic values are the sum values of the four services).
Plants
(1)
food

Fungi
(2)

(1)

Prokaryota
(2)

(1)

Soil Fauna
(2)

(1)

Protists
(2)

(1)

(2)

114

0

213

3

235

0

33

0

99

0

1,058

0

1,229

3

1,004

0

75

0

212

0

fiber

21

3

12

4

14

0

1

4

1

0

fiber_ext

283

4

682

4

238

0

21

4

34

0

fuel

26

3

36

4

44

0

4

4

11

0

fuel_ext

food_ext

314

3

668

4

307

0

24

4

55

0

education

1

0

0

10

0

1

4

4

2

1

education_ext

57

1

44

10

39

1

2

4

8

1

162

6

261

21

293

1

42

12

113

1

total_ext

1,712

8

2,623

21

1,588

1

122

12

309

1

difference

1,550

2

2,362

0

1,295

0

80

0

196

0

diff%

1,057

133.3

1,005

100

542

100

291

100

274

100

times

10.6

1.33

10.1

1

5.42

1

2.91

1

2.74

1

total

food, food_ext= food OR crop* OR harvest OR productivity OR production OR yield OR edible.
fiber, fiber_ext= fiber OR timber OR wood OR cellulose.
fuel, fuel_ext = fuel OR wood OR energy.
education, education_ext= education OR school OR learn* OR teach* OR training.

services “fiber” and “fuel”, but the effects of fungal diversity on
primary production varied according to the set-up. For instance,
Jonsson et al. (2001) showed that in a fungal diversity gradient
from one to eight species, the effects on primary production were
neutral to positive under conditions of low fertility substrate and
neutral to negative under conditions of high fertility substrate for
respectively Betula pendula and Pinus sylvestris. Similarly, in the
study by Ducic et al. (2009), the interaction with soil properties
and host tree variety exerted a stronger influence on production
and nutrient use efficiency than fungal diversity on the roots.
With respect to pathogenic fungi, Aponte et al. (2013) pointed
out that most reported plant-soil feedback effects mediated by soil
pathogenic fungi on the production of fiber and fuel are negative.
However, Gómez-Aparicio et al. (2012) found no evidence of a
plant–soil feedback effects via soil pathogens in their analysis of
the spatial patterns of soil pathogens in mixed Quercus forests.
Through the production of fruiting bodies, a diverse
fungal microflora directly influences the supply of “food”
and “biochemicals, natural medicines, and pharmaceuticals”
(Heilmann-Clausen et al., 2015). Mushrooms of over 1100 fungal
species are used as source of food or traditional medicine in more
than 80 countries (Boa, 2004). This includes all three categories
of fungi: mycorrhizal, saprotrophic, as well as pathogenic fungi.
Bonet et al. (2008) showed mushroom carpophore production
to be positively related to belowground fungal diversity in Pinus
sylvestris forests in the Pyrenees, while the highest diversity
and production did not occur simultaneously in the study
by Hernández-Rodríguez et al. (2015) in a Mediterranean
scrub forest subjected to clearing and fire. Both nutrient and
carbon cycling benefited from higher fungal diversity. Fungi–
mycorrhizal, saprotrophic, and pathogenic–were mentioned as
providers of local tradition, linguistic diversity and folklore in

these relationships were described as weakly positive or neutral
in gradients of tree plant diversity from one to five species
and it seems premature to draw firm conclusions on a positive
effect of tree plant roots. Notably, one group of researchers
reported a positive effect on primary production and carbon
cycling in one study (Meinen et al., 2009a) and twice a rather
neutral effect (Meinen et al., 2009b,c). Schleuß et al. (2014)
showed higher carbon concentrations in soils under species
diverse stands compared to monocultures and suggested that
differences in fine root biomass, fine root turnover, speciesspecific rhizosphere effects along with differences in leaf litter
decomposition could explain this. Metcalfe et al. (2011) suggested
that plant community composition, rather than diversity exerts
usually the dominant control on soil carbon efflux in natural
systems. In their review, Vesterdal et al. (2013) argued that
species identity (of one species in the mixtures) could welldrive the observed diversity effects. Overall, the role of roots in
the diversity–ecosystem functions seems to be underscored in
our study, presumably because most studies assessing ecosystem
functions of plant roots investigate only one tree species.

Fungi
A higher diversity of fungi was suggested to positively influence
soil formation and primary production through direct effects on
host physiology, nutrient benefits for plants and development of
mycelium and through indirect effects on plant soil microbial
community composition and functioning (Lavelle et al., 1997;
Rillig, 2004; Hoeksema et al., 2010) and as such contributes to
many ecosystem processes as regulators of ecosystem processes
(Heilmann-Clausen et al., 2015). There are indications that in the
case of a higher diversity of fungi, there is a benefit due to an
increase of the productivity of trees, and thus, the supply of the
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Different types of mycorrhizae show different nutrient fluxes,
different fungal structures and consequently different carbon
fluxes into the soil (Read, 1991; Read and Perez-Moreno, 2003;
Churchland and Grayston, 2014). Diversity of AMF species was
reported to promote soil carbon storage (Rillig, 2004) and fungal
diversity increased C fluxes through an increased production
of mycelial biomass and an increased decomposition of dead
mycelial material (Wilkinson et al., 2011, 2012). This further
suggests an effect of fungal diversity on climate regulation.
The enzymatic activities were shown to vary across species
and for increasing fungal diversity the total activity of nutrient
mobilizing enzymes was increased (Courty et al., 2005) and
more in general decomposition of organic matter was enhanced
(Tiunov and Scheu, 2005; Courty et al., 2010; Rajala et al.,
2012; Creamer et al., 2016). Positive effects on N, P, Mg, or Fe
cycles, their mobilization or their incorporation in plant tissues
were reported for higher fungal diversity (Tremolières et al.,
1998; Calvaruso et al., 2007; Leski et al., 2010; Velmala et al.,
2014). However, such effects were shown to depend on the tree
species (Lang and Polle, 2011), and in case of young trees a
diversity of only one or two ECM species was better for the
nutrition of the seedlings than a higher fungal diversity (Velmala
et al., 2013). Although, the fungal efficiency for carbon cycling
was higher for increasing diversity, this was mostly so at the
species poor end of the diversity gradient (Setälä and McLean,
2004). In addition, within highly diverse fungal populations,
distributed through different soil horizons, less abundant species
make an important contribution to decomposition processes in
soils (Baldrian et al., 2012). Bödeker et al. (2016) have shown
that mycorrhizal and saprotrophic fungal guilds compete for the
same organic substrates but still differently affect organic matter
decomposition though differential enzyme production. Overall, a
higher fungal diversity may result in the exploitation of different
niches and soil layers, and through the combination of the
contributions of species having all specialized enzymatic activities
and through their different fungal structures and lifespan, they
generate different carbon and nutrient storage processes, and
the associated microorganisms depend on these fungi for their
carbon, energy, and nutrients. A variety of uses has evolved
from mushroom picking and this generates a myriad of services
to humans.

many European countries (e.g., Wasson and Wasson, 1957;
Spooner and Læssøe, 1994; Härkönen, 1998; Gyozo, 2010; YaminPasternak, 2011). Positive effects of fungi on spiritual and
religious values through the beliefs and mythology connected to
mushrooms and mushroom picking are shown by Trinkauske
(2008) and (Dugan, 2008a,b). Also, (Dugan, 2008a,b) and YaminPasternak (2008) indicate significance of fungi for heritage
values: traditional cuisine, depiction in ancient texts and artifacts.
Numerous references deal with fungi as objects of inspiration and
two of them (Kiernan, 2010; Rutter, 2010) also mention aesthetic
values of fungi.
Fungal diversity positively affects the general level of
knowledge on fungi and use of fungi, both traditional (mainly
pertaining uses of fungi and mushroom picking) and formal (use
of fungi in archaeology, paleoecology, forensics, ethnology, soil
and evolutionary sciences, environmental monitoring). Fungi
are important for teaching students and more widely for
environmental education (Ramesh, 2016; Halme et al., 2017).
A neutral effect of fungi for knowledge systems was indicated:
use of fungi for environmental monitoring (Rantalainen et al.,
2008; Egli, 2011) and their effectiveness as medicines (Money,
2016). Fungi contributed to the “sense of place”, as mushroom
picking is an important part of life and is associated with “sense
of home”, mainly for Eastern Europeans (Wasson and Wasson,
1957; Härkönen, 1998; Yamin-Pasternak, 2011). Fungi and their
gathering contribute positively to various aspects and levels
of social relations: family and community ties, knowledge and
tradition transfer, and socio-economic impact (Trinkauske, 2008;
Luczaj and Nieroda, 2011; Yamin-Pasternak, 2011; GaribayOrijel et al., 2012). Mushroom gathering (mostly mycorrhizal
and saprotrophic fungi) is a popular recreation form in many
countries (e.g., Stryamets et al., 2015; Sisak et al., 2016). In
addition, mycorrhizal fungi are used to monitor the condition
of recreational forests (e.g., Barrico et al., 2012). Positive impacts
on health and well-being were shown through fungi as sources
of bioactive compounds (e.g., Heleno et al., 2010) and through
positive effects of mushroom gathering as a physical activity (Bere
and Westersjo, 2013; Stryamets et al., 2015).
Mycorrhizal fungi and saprotrophs were also mentioned as
providers of cultural disservices predominantly related to “health
and well-being”. These reports concerned mainly poisonous
species and trace elements accumulated in edible fungi as a
hazard for human health. However, a few references indicated
also a negative impact of fungi (or rather their picking) on social
relations, i.e., clashes with environmental and property laws
(Boa, 2004; de Román et al., 2006; Wright, 2010) or on spiritual
religious values, as some religions demonstrate suspicious
attitude toward fungi (Yamin-Pasternak, 2011). The impact of
fungi on culture was much more variable geographically than any
other biotic group, the variability stemming from the society’s
attitude toward fungi, first identified by Wasson and Wasson
(1957) and later named by Hawksworth (1996) as “mycophobia”
and “mycophilia.” Depending on whether the country or region
is “mycophobic” (fearing/indifferent to fungi) or “mycophilic”
(fond of fungi), there would also be differences in biodiversity of
fungal species that provide Cultural Services or disservices.
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Prokaryota
Microbial diversity is commonly explained by different tree
species and associated litter and soil quality, including acidity.
Soil pH is a major driver of soil bacteria, and when the
chemical composition of evergreen litter leads to lower soil pH
in coniferous forests, this can shape the microbial community
composition (Lladó et al., 2018). According to Lauber et al.
(2009), the overall phylogenetic diversity of bacteria in soils
with a low pH is distinctly lower than in soils with a neutral
pH. At a low pH, Actinobacteria and Bacteriodetes are less
abundant, in contrast to Acidobacteria which occur at higher
abundances (Lauber et al., 2009). Hence, species-rich broadleaved forests with a more neutral pH have a positive effect
on the supply of “genetic resources”. Studies of bacterial
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extracellular enzymes involved in carbon transformation largely
determine the abundance of soil bacterial communities, while
extracellular enzyme activities driving carbon oxidation were
shown to regulate the abundance of saprophytic fungi (You
et al., 2013). These findings demonstrate the complex interactions
between plants, soil and microbial communities. Increased
fungal:bacteria ratios were also associated with higher carbon
sequestration (Bailey et al., 2002) and specific microorganisms
have specific control on the production and consumption
of many trace gasses relevant for climate and the chemical
composition of the air (Conrad, 1996). In addition, abundant
evidence was found for direct connections between shifts in
the methane-cycling microbial community, due to climate
and environmental changes, and observed methane flux levels
(Aronson et al., 2013). Small organisms such as bacteria can thus
be key drivers of energy and transformations of mineral and
organic phases, resulting in often positive relationships between
diversity and soil formation, nutrient and carbon cycling and
presumably gas fluxes.

biodiversity enhanced knowledge of biological and biochemical
functions of soil by taking into consideration the joined effects
of biodiverse microbial communities (Frey-Klett et al., 2007;
Burns et al., 2013). Several studies showed that belowground
bacterial diversity related positively to nutrient cycling, carbon
cycling or soil formation. Uroz et al. (2007) reported on
the bacterial diversity in the ectomycorrhizosphere and the
enhanced potential for mineral weathering in the forest soils
they investigated. Calvaruso et al. (2010) further demonstrated
that the oak and beech trees on this forest site have developed
strategies in selecting the bacterial communities with the most
efficient mineral weathering potentials, highlighting the role
of bacterial diversity on soil formation through mineralization
of primary, or secondary minerals. In another study, they
demonstrated that a vertical diversity of bacterial communities
permitted to weather minerals in the subsoil layers and to
mobilize phosphorus and iron efficiently (Calvaruso et al., 2007).
Uroz et al. (2011) reviewed the characteristics of mineralweathering bacteria and showed that several genera have the
ability to weather minerals and to improve tree nutrition.
Salminen et al. (2010) indicated a variety of activities across
the microbial community, but overall the relationship between
diversity and enzymatic activity or C and N status was
dominated by functional redundancy of the organisms within the
community. Hättenschwiler et al. (2005) provided evidence that
the diversity of decomposer organisms greatly influences litter
decomposition and nutrient mineralization. In their study on
the impact of birch added to a heather moorland, Mitchell et al.
(2010) showed faster rates of nutrient cycling in presence of birch,
where bacteria-dominated food webs are generally associated
with faster rates of nutrient cycling. Bacteria immobilized N due
to the relatively high C:N ratios of their substrate, and microbial
grazing stimulated bacterial turnover and thus stimulated N
cycling (Schröter et al., 2003). Hättenschwiler et al. (2011), in
their review, reported that despite functional redundancy, species
richness facilitated species coexistence, increased the number of
individuals, and increased cellulose decomposition in treatments
with more than two species. However, for species diversity
between two and ten species, redundancy could occur at any
stage. Salminen et al. (2010) also reported that due to functional
redundancy of soil organisms, the soil community composition
of soil decomposers exerted no strong influence on C and N
cycles in the soil.
Ammonia oxidizing archaea were evaluated for their effect on
the regulation of water quality related to nitrification processes
(Malchair and Carnol, 2013). Farrell et al. (2010) investigated
hazard regulation in soil contaminated with Cu, Pb, and Zn
and only a small effect of increased bacterial and fungal
diversity on metal remediation could be observed. Ushio et al.
(2013) investigated whether substrate quality could affect the
relationship between microbial diversity and stability of soil
decomposition activities. They demonstrated a positive diversitystability relationship for the soil microbial community. Changes
in substrate quality, which could be induced by climate change,
have impacts on decomposition processes and CO2 emissions
from soils, but such impacts may be attenuated by the functional
diversity of soil microbial communities (Ushio et al., 2013). The
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Soil Fauna
Soil fauna can be seen as ecosystem engineers who through their
burrowing, degrading or feeding activities affect nutrient, carbon,
and water cycles, can modify soil texture, supply supporting
habitats for other faunal groups, and contribute to primary
production (Lavelle et al., 1997). Several studies have addressed
the abundance and diversity of soil fauna in relation to stand
age, stand structure and tree stand diversity, but no general
pattern emerged between aboveground diversity and genetic
diversity of below ground communities, with both positive,
neutral and negative relationships (Salamon et al., 2008; Salamon
and Wolters, 2009; Chauvat et al., 2011; Cesarz et al., 2013;
Korboulewsky et al., 2016; Mueller et al., 2016). Reversely,
positive effects of diversity of soil fauna on nutrient cycling
were reported for all the soil fauna groups considered and
relate mostly to increased mineralization, litter degradation or
trophic interactions between organisms, permitting the supply
of nutrients for root uptake and subsequently to stimulate the
delivery of fiber and fuel services. These positive to neutral
relationships concern earthworms (e.g., Scheu, 2003; Jacob et al.,
2009; Blouin et al., 2013; Rajapakshaa et al., 2014), enchytraeids
(e.g., Swift et al., 1998; Schröter et al., 2003; Creamer et al., 2016),
collembolans (e.g., Liiri et al., 2002; Lenoir et al., 2007; Jacob et al.,
2009), mites (e.g. Heneghan and Bolger, 1996, 1998; Jacob et al.,
2009), isopods (e.g., Coûteaux et al., 1991; Jacob et al., 2009), and
nematodes (e.g., Laakso et al., 2000; Schröter et al., 2003).
As ecosystem engineers, earthworms contribute to multiple
soil functions and associated services, however even for such
a well-known group there is a notable absence of studies
investigating earthworm diversity effects over those addressing
presence of absence of individual species. The effect of
earthworms on key soil functions such as soil structure and
nutrient cycling and associated ecosystem services (e.g., water
regulation, erosion control, primary production) are difficult
to quantitatively assess, due to the complexity of soil systems
(Kibblewhite et al., 2008; Blouin et al., 2013). In the individual
case of earthworm effects on water regulation, for example; water
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infiltration and storage is influenced not only by the properties
of the soil in question, but also by the wide variety of pore
sizes and morphological characteristics produced by different
ecological groups of earthworms (Peres et al., 1998; Shipitalo
and Butt, 1999; Blouin et al., 2013). Earthworm diversity effects
on primary production are equally complex, not least because
earthworm-plant interactions are multidirectional and consist
of both direct effects (e.g., root feeding) and indirect effects
(e.g., through modifying soil structure), and these likewise differ
between earthworm ecological groups (Brussaard, 1999; Scheu,
2003; Kukkonen et al., 2004). Primary production of birch and
eucalyptus was stimulated by 25% by two interacting earthworm
species in a field-based mesocosm experiment (Rajapakshaa
et al., 2014). Positive effects of earthworms were reviewed by
Blouin et al. (2013) who pointed amongst other benefits to
the role of earthworms in pedogenesis, development of soil
structure, nutrient cycling, and primary production. Similarly,
Bullinger-Weber et al. (2007), investigating the soil structure
under Salix spp. and Alnus incana in alluvial habitats, found
out, that only when a silty texture was present, the presence
of anecic earthworms was favored. Anecic earthworms increase
the aggregate stabilization, with the iron forms in the coarse silt
acting as cementing agents.
Phillips and FitzPatrick (1999), investigating several forest
types in the USA and in Scotland, observed that broad-leaved
trees such as Quercus spp. and Betula spp. produce a litter which
encourages the presence of earthworms and enchytraeids, which
then is responsible for the mixing of the topsoil. In contrast, pine
and spruce needle litter are avoided by earthworms and partly
by enchytraeids. Consequently, these forests have a thick organic
horizon with no mixing of the topsoil. Thus, soil structure here is
recognized as the Provisioning Service “platform”. Earthworms
and or enchytraeids were reported as biotic regulators of the
communities of other soil fauna groups such as mites and
centipedes (Coleman, 2008), protozoa (Bonkowski and Schaefer,
1997), and AMF families (Creamer et al., 2016). Their effect
on air quality regulation through the effect on greenhouse
gas emissions was not conclusive (Blouin et al., 2013; Lubbers
et al., 2013). Earthworm activity is generally beneficial to water
and erosion regulation, through the production of burrows
and improvements in soil structure leading to increased water
infiltration, soil porosity and water-holding capacity. Indeed,
increased infiltration from earthworm burrows can decrease soil
erosion by up to 50% and improve soil porosity and infiltration
to 30 cm depth (Lavelle et al., 1997; Zeithaml et al., 2009; Blouin
et al., 2013). These effects are increased by the diversity in size
and arrangement of burrows and pores produced by different
earthworm species and ecotypes (Blouin et al., 2013). Anecic
earthworms in temperate climates may also increase surface
roughness through the production of casts, which decrease
surface run-off. Such species may also expose areas of bare soil to
erosion through the removal of leaf litter during feeding, however
this effect has not been demonstrated as significant (Hazelhoff
et al., 1981; van Hooff, 1983).
Relationships between earthworm diversity and the impact
on Cultural Services are generally difficult to assess because
individual species are often not distinguished in folk taxonomy.
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Indeed, in a lot of folklore and tradition earthworm species can be
grouped together with other “worms” (Gamkrelidze and Ivanov,
1995; Sax, 2001). Nevertheless, Ulicsni et al. (2016) showed
that a certain recognition of earthworm species exists even in
folk understanding. Earthworm communities have a positive
impact in burying and conserving heritage artifacts, as tools for
environmental education, as fish bait for recreation, or in medical
research (Decaëns et al., 2006; Cooper et al., 2012; Blouin et al.,
2013). Earthworms were also depicted as symbols of Victorian
aesthetics of death and decay (Sax, 2001) or objects of disgust
(Cooper et al., 2012).
Effects of soil fauna on carbon cycling were described for
their effect on litter decomposition, interaction with other
trophic groups through grazing, respiration and mineralization
of compounds rich in nutrients as N or P. Such relationships
were found for enchytraeids (Swift et al., 1998), collembolans
(e.g., Liiri et al., 2002; Kanters et al., 2015), acari (Heneghan
and Bolger, 1998; Laakso and Setälä, 1999; Liiri et al., 2002) and
isopods (e.g., Vos et al., 2011; Collison et al., 2013). In their
review, Nielsen et al. (2011) indicated a positive relationship
between species richness and carbon cycling in almost all
studies where the diversity gradient was low (manipulating only
one group), while less frequently such relationships occurred
in studies with greater richness. Laakso and Setälä (1999)
manipulated soil animal communities in an experiment with
birch seedlings and found that for reducing diversity of soil fauna,
in particular of enchytraeids, plant N uptake and plant biomass
development were reduced. In another experiment with birch, in
the laboratory, the diversity of collembolans and acari positively
affected primary production and nutrient uptake of the seedlings,
but only at the species poor end of the diversity gradient
(Liiri et al., 2002).
As described by Schröter et al. (2003), when C:N ratios of
the substrate are relatively high, bacteria immobilize N, while
the fauna i.e., testate amoebae, nematodes, microarthropods, and
enchytraeids, can counteract this N immobilization. Coûteaux
et al. (1991) showed for later stages of decomposition of litter,
that the rate of mineralization from high C:N litter was related
to the diversity of the food webs and became progressively
higher with increasing complexity of the animal community
up to a maximum of approximately 30% above controls. The
review by Rusek (1998) recognized that Collembola play an
important role in plant litter decomposition processes and in
forming soil microstructure: they feed on many faunal groups
and plant litter, are host to several parasites and are attacked
by higher trophic level predators. The diversity of isopods
positively affected, through interactions with other soil fauna
and fungi, the formation of forest mull (David et al., 1993)
and the early stages of litter decomposition (Harrop-Archibald
et al., 2016). The greater decomposition rates in mull forest
soil featuring a greater diversity in soil fauna, relative to
species poorer moder forest soil, was also demonstrated by
Schaefer and Schauermann (1990). For soil fauna and water
cycling, only in the study by Laakso et al. (2000), for an
increasing diversity of microbi-detritivores, more specifically
nematodes, the water holding capacity was increased. Potapov
et al. (2016) showed a positive effect of collembolan diversity
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Nevertheless, the MEA framework has been largely debated,
with subsequent studies emphasizing on the need for a better
definition of the concepts and terminology (Boyd and Banzhaf,
2007; Fisher et al., 2009; Haines-Young and Potschin, 2010;
TEEB, 2010). With the objective of environmental accounting,
Boyd and Banzhaf (2007) have insisted on the distinction of socalled intermediate and final goods, as intermediate goods could
be double-counted if they also contribute to the provision of
final goods. Brown et al. (2007), with the objective of valuating
each service, also distinguished processes and functions from
services, and services from benefits. They further introduced in
their economic approach the willingness to pay, the willingness
to accept compensation, the notions of rival or non-rival,
respectively, exclusive and non-exclusive goods and services.
From this perspective, functions or processes become services
only if there are humans that benefit from them (Fisher et al.,
2009). Assumingly, assigning a monetary value to ecosystem
components that contribute to human well-being (services in the
economic sense) would permit to protect the Earth’s ecosystems
and associated biodiversity better, and to maintain the capacity of
ecosystems to fulfill services (Brown et al., 2007). Several concepts
have been elaborated to improve the MEA framework, e.g., The
Economics of Ecosystem and Biodiversity (TEEB, 2010), the
Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Tradeoffs (Tallis
and Polasky, 2009) or the Common International Classification
for Ecosystem Services (Maes et al., 2016).
Haines-Young and Potschin (2010) have represented a
cascade framework in which ecological structures, through
functions and services are linked to human well-being. With
the purposes of refining the definitions of the MEA framework
and avoiding any double counting of services (in particular the
supporting services), an organization in three ecosystem services
categories has been proposed as an alternative: provisioning,
cultural, and regulating combined with maintenance services
(Maes et al., 2013, 2016). La Notte et al. (2017) reviewed
the ES terminology and proposed to combine the cascade
framework along with a system ecology approach, arguing that
the distinction between intermediate and final services is overly
reductionist. In their classification of the ecosystem services in
the three categories provisioning, regulating and maintenance
and cultural services (La Notte et al., 2017; Table 3), they
developed a terminology chain from the cascade framework
to the systems ecology category and how each service could
be best assessed. The cascade framework depicted the services
as “benefits”, “functions”, “services”, “biophysical structures”
or “values”, while the systems ecology framework used the
categories “(bio)mass”, “interaction” or “information”. This
reorganization in three main categories (Maes et al., 2013, 2016)
instead of four (MEA, 2005) may be clearer to economists,
but has not reduced the variation in terminology, nor resolved
how to assign a monetary value to each of these components
of the ecosystem. The numbers of different ecosystem services
distinguished in the different studies also vary greatly. There
were 31 ES in total for the MEA (2005), 22 for so-called soilbased ES in the European Atlas for Soil Biodiversity (Jeffery
et al., 2010), 19 ES but few for cultural and supporting in the
SEQ frame (Maynard et al., 2010), 17 ES but only one for

on “supporting habitats” in a trophic niche approach. Diversity
within communities of collembola (Ponge et al., 2003; Blasi et al.,
2013; Urbanovičová et al., 2014; Reis et al., 2016), nematodes
(George and Lindo, 2015), and algae (Temraleeva et al., 2011) are
considered to be good tools for indication of various aspects of
environmental quality.
Overall, soil fauna contributes in a complex manner to the
provision of soil based ecosystem services, and in many studies
the focus has not been on the diversity of a species group but
rather on one key-species at a time. It is realistic to assume that
the real influence of soil faunal diversity on ecosystem services is
much larger than what could be found in the scientific literature
so far. In particular, relative to Cultural Services, these are
based on folk perception of nature and folk taxonomy, in which
microscopic species are “invisible“ and therefore non-existent
(Hunn, 1999).

Protists
Studies of protozoan communities and their diversity help to
understand the overall evolutionary history of life on earth
and evolutionary patterns and processes (Mitchell et al., 2011;
Heger et al., 2014). Several studies have investigated the ciliate
protozoa throughout different contexts of soil pH (Foissner et al.,
2005; Tikhonenkov et al., 2011; Domonell et al., 2013) and of
forest species composition including Fagus, Fraxinus, Populus,
Salix, Prunus, Betula, Populus, Tilia, Quercus, and Pinus. For the
observed differences in ciliate diversity across forests, the number
of cultivable protists did not increase so that the relationship
between belowground diversity and genetic resources was termed
neutral. Positive relationships between diversity of protozoa and
primary production, and nutrient or carbon cycling occurred in
several studies. Primary production of Norway spruce seedlings
was increased in the presence of protozoa, and this was in
particular so for the root system and in presence of mycorrhizae
(Bonkowski et al., 2001). The protozoa increased the turnover
and availability of nitrogen even though non-mycorrhizal spruce
seedlings were apparently unable to use these additional nutrients
(Bonkowski et al., 2001). Grazing by testate amoebae, amongst
other faunal groups, counteracted N immobilization by bacteria
feeding on high C:N substrates and thus affected nutrient cycling
in a positive way (Schröter et al., 2003). Protozoans as compared
to other faunal groups, made the largest contribution to C
mineralisation (Schröter et al., 2003). Coleman (1994) argued
that protozoan grazing stimulates mineralization and subsequent
nutrient availability to plants and due to their high turnover rate
could have a large impact on C and N cycles in the soil. So,
protists can enhance overall nutrient turnover and growth rates
of bacteria, as well as the decomposition of specific compounds
(Adl and Gupta, 2006) and thus diversity of protozoans can
have a positive effect on nutrient and carbon cycling or even
primary production.

The MEA Framework and Alternative
Typologies
The MEA (2005) has largely contributed in promoting the
concept of ecosystem services, stressing the importance of
the environment for actual and future human well-being.
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exchange for the delivery of ecosystem services by belowground
biodiversity. Furthermore, little is known on the marginal value
of biodiversity in the provision of ecosystem services (Cardinale
et al., 2012) and the fact that ecologists will in particular focus
on intermediate ecosystem services (Birkhofer et al., 2015) will
not make it easy to improve our understanding. Overall, from
the bio-centered point of view, we think it would be impossible to
cover all the intermediate and final services if a financial value has
to be set. Therefore, assigning a monetary value to the services, in
our opinion is morally and scientifically not appropriate, at least
for our scope of evaluating ecosystem services associated with
belowground biodiversity in forest soils.

cultural services in the study by Costanza et al. (1997), 48 in
total in the comparison by La Notte et al. (2017; Table 3) and
37 in this study while focusing on belowground biodiversity.
Differences in the appreciation exist between the studies and can
also depend on the focus of the study; the decision context for
the use of the ES concept is important here (Fisher et al., 2009).
La Notte et al. (2017) highlighted that ecosystem assessments
can be regrouped in those that are primarily bio-centered (i.e.,
biophysical structures, processes and functions related to the
ecological sphere are considered as a whole in the accounting
system) and those that have a human-centered approach (i.e.,
only those components which are relevant for the human end-use
are included in the accounting system).
A criticism of the ES concept is that an anthropocentric
focus excludes the idea of ecosystems and biodiversity as
inherently valuable (Science for Environment Policy, 2015),
and even natural capital is an anthropogenic term, while
there is no evidence that monetization benefits biodiversity
and ecosystem services (Silvertown, 2015). The latter defined
ecosystem services as the goods and services of use to humans
that are directly attributable to the ecological functioning of
ecosystems, and distinguished non-use values, use values, and
monetary values (Silvertown, 2015). Here, we targeted the
inventory of ecosystem services associated to belowground
biodiversity, in a broad way (from processes and functions to
services/goods), without the objective of permitting to assign
a monetary value to each service, or to evaluate the costs for
substitution of lost services (sensu Brown et al., 2007; Table
2). We modified the scheme from Scholes et al. (2010) to
illustrate how biodiversity conceptually relates to the different
services and subsequently the human well-being (Figure 6).
Following La Notte et al. (2017), it seems worthwhile, in
the case of the contribution of belowground biodiversity to
ecosystem services, to distinguish between the capacity of the
ecosystem to supply services and its actual supply. Limiting
the ecosystem services to only those depicted as “ecological
insurance” or having “economic value” (Figure 6), would seem
overly reductionist.
We agree with Silvertown (2015) that assigning a price to a
service is a moral choice, not an economic imperative and share
his fear that the use of market prices could transform a public
good into a private source. Beyond this statement relative to the
role of neoliberalism in ecology, we further agree with Silvertown
(2015) that payment for ecosystem services is highly artificial,
although we acknowledge that the use of monetary values can
be an efficient eye-catcher to raise awareness (cf. Costanza
et al., 1997). The issues with assigning prices to ecosystem
services are related to the complexity of ecosystems, rendering it
difficult to separate appropriately between intermediate and final
services and benefits (Fisher et al., 2009), while the production
of services could be spatially or temporally different from its
consumption by mankind. Many services cannot be measured
directly or manipulated experimentally (Cardinale et al., 2012);
those associated to belowground biodiversity would in our
opinion seem in majority non-rival, and non-exclusive. This
makes them less prone to be incorporated in a monetary
valuation system and results in a low likelihood for market
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Overall Considerations
Some services, like erosion regulation, can be categorized as both
a Supporting and a Regulating Service depending on the time
scale and immediacy of their impact on people (MEA, 2005),
and this was described by de Bello et al. (2010) as clustering
of ecosystem services. Therefore, some studies were valid for
several combinations. Nonetheless, for the majority of ecosystem
service–soil biota group combinations investigated, we found
no study with exploitable results on the relationship between
the group’s belowground diversity and associated ecosystem
services. Both the rationalized (standardized) key-word research
and additional expert opinion assessments did not yield any study
for these cases (374). In the other 144 cases, the relationships
encountered were in the great majority of cases (71%) based on
only 1–3 studies per combination, 14.5% on 4–7 studies, and
14.5% on more 8 or more studies. This points to a predominance
of lack of knowledge or limited evidence for many relationships.
Whether this reflects the status of knowledge in this field, or
whether our study missed relevant studies, could depend on the
effectiveness of our key-word approach. Our sensitivity analysis
(subset of four ecosystem services among the 37 of the list) using
a broader set of key words gave only a few more studies and these
did not change the pattern of the relationships. We checked for
the potential bias of double-counting sources for more than one
service and this showed a maximum of seven sources, irrespective
of temporal or spatial scales. Hence, we are confident in the
pertinence of our approach.
Specific difficulties arising in our investigations on ecosystem
services and biodiversity relate to (i) the concepts of both
ecosystem services and biodiversity, (ii) research focus of
scientists and (iii) the valuation system. The common awareness
of the ecosystem services concept (MEA framework, published
in 2005) is rather recent and as such the key-words describing
a given ecosystem service are continuously changing over time,
meaning that these services were not always described in earlier
works. In a similar manner, studies focussing on biodiversity
loss were much rarer 10–15 years ago than they are now. In
agreement with this, the large majority of the studies used in
our work (86%), was published since the year 2000. Scientists
focus on particular aspects of biodiversity, or easily identifiable
keystone species in their studies, manipulating the environment
in some cases, but do not necessarily aim at linking the
effect of an increasing (or decreasing) biodiversity gradient on
ecosystem services. The valuation system of ecosystem services,
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FIGURE 6 | A conceptual scheme of the relationships between belowground biodiversity, ecosystem services, and human well-being (modified from
Scholes et al., 2010).

of individual soil biota groups but not the overall soil biodiversity.
In addition, in the case of Cultural Services, there is a strong
regional bias induced by the local culture. This is particularly
clear for fungi, for which there were larger numbers of research
papers examining cultural benefits (and dis-benefits) from fungi
in those regions, which are termed as “mycophilous”. Relative to
Supporting Services, more relationships were documented than
for Provisioning and Regulating Services, but it is not always easy
to state whether a given process is purely a Supporting Service, or
also can be considered a Provisioning or Regulating Service. For
instance, soil formation can provide a platform for provisioning
services, whereas nutrient-, carbon- and water cycling can affect
the Regulating Services air quality, climate change, water cycling
or erosion regulation.
Therefore, both the interest of scientist in these fields, as well
as the terminology used to describe these fields, could affect the
results and potentially lead to an underscoring of our results.

i.e., putting monetary values to the different services supplied, is
not very well-developed across all services and this can bias the
research directed to those services with established market values
(e.g., those relevant to primary production). At the ecosystem
service level, we expected a-priori larger numbers of studies
for relationships between soil biota and Provisioning- and or
Regulating Services. However, for both groups, quite often target
species or species with a larger body size or with a specific
chemical composition were the focus of the studies. Presence or
absence of such species shows their particular role in supplying
Provisioning Services or Regulating Services, but not the role
of biodiversity within the relevant soil biota group. Cultural
Services, on the other hand, are generally acknowledged as the
most understudied, with the majority of these services dealing
with landscapes or keystone species, underpinning individual
Cultural Services, but rarely scale to biodiversity. This view is
supported by our findings, suggesting well-studied contributions
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However, within our group of experts, the proportion of studies
that were not found directly (but added later), was rather small,
and the use of a sensitivity analyses did not permit to find many
more studies. Therefore, we believe, that our contribution reflects
a genuine representation of published works for the European
context. Being the European group of experts within the COST
network, we focused on studies within Europe only, although
some non-European studies were cited for comparison where this
was relevant.

fungi by NS, TP, LD, IsB, LS and on roots by TM, LM-M,
and AE. Assessments and analyses of searches were carried out
for Provisioning services by IvB, ÜP and MB, for Regulating
services by LD, LS, EV, FA, BB, IsB and EO, for Cultural Services
by JM with help from TM, IO, IsB, IvB, EO and BB, for
Supporting services by LM-M, PC, DG, IM, IO, LV and MB.
All authors contributed to the writing of the manuscript, with
a leading role of MB. All authors have read and approved the
submitted version.
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